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!
nulla dies sine linea   Never a Day Without a Line. Horace 65-8 BC 

Never hesitate to imitate another writer. Imitation is part of the creative process for 
anyone learning an art or a craft. Bach and Picasso didn’t spring full-blown as Bach or 
Picasso; they needed models. This is especially true of writing. ~ William Zinsser"

!
Words are sacred. They deserve respect. If you get the right ones, in the right 

order, you can nudge the world a little. ~Tom Stoppard 

Exercise the writing muscle every day, even if it is only a letter, notes, a title 
list, a character sketch, a journal entry. Writers are like dancers, like 
athletes. Without that exercise, the muscles seize up. ~ Jane Yolen	  

!
If you tell your students what to say and how to say it, you may never hear 

them, only the pale echoes of what they imagine you want them to be. 
~Donald Murray
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Supporting Independent Reading  
to increase Stamina, Fluency, & Joy 

 
Time  

Students need time to read in class in order to create a habit of reading and set the 
stage for homework reading, and teachers need reading time to confer individually 
with students about their choices, stamina, engagement, and goals. Students need 
time to discuss choices with classmates, time to analyze their progress, and time to 
practice fluency & comprehension strategies under the direction of the teacher. 
 
Choice 

Students need to make choices in reading that reflect their interests because interest 
drives engagement. Teachers should encourage wide reading in all genres as well as 
students who pursue an author or genre study. Allow students to reread favorite 
books and to abandon a book that no longer interests them.  
 
Response  

Teacher conferences are the primary tool for assessing progress, encouraging goal-

setting and reflection, and analyzing student needs. Students will reflect on reading 
in writing (themed notebooks & writing notebooks), facilitate discussions in small 

groups, join blogs or reading sites for discussions outside of class, and respond 

regularly to other readers in the room.  
 
Vision  

Daily book talks present a wide range of voices, styles of text, categories of interest, 

etc. and are essential for helping students develop their own ‘to read next’ lists. We 

must commit to helping students define themselves as readers who like… 
 
Expectations  

All readers will develop the stamina to read longer and with greater fluency with 

daily practice. A reading rate is calculated regularly and students are expected to 

meet a weekly goal based on the challenge of the current selected text. All readers 
will update book lists, set goals, and read regularly each week at home. 

 
Challenge  

Monitor reading lists & teach all students to analyze choices and increase challenge; 
set goals based on progress towards college expectations: 200-600 pages/week; create 
reading ladders that help students find books of increasing difficulty within a genre; 

book talk a wide variety of choices including classics and world literature. 
 
Modeling  

Use short mentor texts to increase complexity & demands on readers; model 
storyboarding to help students understand the craft construction in short stories & 
novels; model you own choices as a reader: post your reading list, share books you 

love; show thinking & annotations in a mentor text and model “fix-it” strategies. 
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Possible(Conference(Questions(
(
Questions(that(Monitor(a(Reading(Life:(
( (

What%are%you%reading?%How%did%you%choose%it?%%
How%do%you%find%good%books?%

% What’s%on%your%Next%list?%%
Which%authors%are%your%favorites?%

% How%much%did%you%read%last%year?%
% Do%you%consider%yourself%a%reader?%%

Where%do%you%read%at%home?%
(
Questions(that(drive(a(Teaching(Reading(Strategies(conference:(
% %

How%is%the%reading%going%for%you?%%
% Is%this%an%easy%or%a%hard%read%for%you?%How%do%you%know?%
% Tell%me%about%a%time%when%this%book%has%confused%you%and%what%you’ve%done%to%
get%yourself%back%on%track%in%your%understanding.%
% Tell%me%about%these%characters—who%they%are,%what%do%you%think%of%them?%
% What%questions%are%at%the%heart%of%this%book?%What%questions%might%the%author%
be%trying%to%answer%through%the%struggles%of%these%characters?%
% I%see%you’re%almost%finished%with%the%book.%When%you%think%back%over%the%way%a%
character%has%changed%in%this%story,%can%you%point%to%specific%moments%when%something%
was%revealed%about%this%character?%Could%you%make%a%claim%about%this%character%and%
support%it%with%evidence%from%the%text?%
% How%is%this%book%different%from%the%last%book%you%read?%
(
Questions(that(drive(a(conference(to(Increase(Complexity(and(Challenge:(
% %

What%else%have%you%read%by%this%author?%%
What%other%books%have%you%read%that%are%as%difficult%as%this%one?%

% Which%books%on%your%next%list%are%challenging?%%
Have%you%considered%how%to%push%yourself%as%a%reader?%

% Which%genres%have%you%read%this%year?%%
Tell%me%about%a%genre%you%don’t%usually%read%and%lets%think%about%books%that%

might%ease%the%transition%from%what%you%love%to%what%will%challenge%you%to%think%
differently.%
% Tell%me%about%a%book%you’ve%dropped%this%year.%Why%did%you%drop%it?%
% How%are%the%books%you’ve%been%reading%this%year%similar?%
%
%
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Conference	  Script:	  Robert,	  September	  	  
Penny	  Kittle	  
	  
So	  prior	  to	  this	  one,	  when	  was	  the	  last	  book	  you	  read?	  

I	  don’t	  know.	  I	  did	  not	  read	  any	  books	  last	  year.	  	  
And	  you’re	  a	  senior?	  

Yes.	  
(Did	  you	  read	  in)	  10th	  grade?	  

I	  read	  in	  10th	  grade.	  
You	  did?	  What	  happened	  last	  year?	  

I	  didn’t	  take	  an	  English	  class.	  
How	  did	  you	  get	  away	  with	  not	  taking	  an	  English	  class?	  

I	  took	  online	  classes.	  I	  took	  history	  and	  math	  online.	  
And	  you	  took	  English	  online?	  

I	  was	  supposed	  to	  but	  I	  never	  got	  to	  it.	  
So	  that’s	  why	  you’re	  in	  my	  night	  class.	  

It	  is.	  
So	  you	  don’t	  usually	  read	  for	  homework.	  And	  how	  about	  this	  one?	  Not	  yet.	  Mainly	  
(you’re	  reading)	  during	  reading	  break	  here	  at	  school,	  but	  not	  elsewhere.	  So	  if	  I	  think	  I	  
can	  transform	  you	  into	  a	  kid	  who	  wants	  to	  read	  when	  you	  leave	  school…	  (he	  laughs)	  The	  
likelihood	  of	  that?	  

Not	  very.	  
Seriously?	  

Yeah.	  I	  read	  once	  in	  awhile	  at	  home,	  but..	  
What	  if	  it	  was	  so	  good	  that	  you	  wanted	  to	  read	  it?	  	  

I	  don't	  know.	  
Maybe?	  

Maybe.	  
That	  might	  be	  the	  book.	  	  

I	  don’t	  know.	  I’ve	  had	  a	  couple	  of	  books	  like	  that.	  But	  even	  then	  I	  only	  read	  in	  
school.	  When	  I’m	  not	  in	  school	  I	  don’t	  really	  do	  much	  with	  school.	  
On	  your	  next	  list	  you’ve	  got	  Butter	  and	  Thirteen	  Reasons	  Why.	  Those	  are	  good	  books,	  
good	  books	  for	  next.	  Cody’s	  reading	  this	  one:	  right	  here.	  	  

And	  Cody	  said	  he	  likes	  it	  which	  is	  weird.	  I’ve	  never	  seen	  that	  kid	  read.	  
I	  know.	  So	  I’m	  going	  to	  put	  up	  there	  on	  the	  board	  under	  Best	  Night	  of	  My	  Pathetic	  Life,	  
Butter,	  and	  put	  your	  name	  up	  there	  because	  it’s	  going	  to	  have	  a	  waiting	  list.	  That	  way	  
you’ll	  get	  it.	  

It	  might	  take	  me	  awhile	  to	  finish	  this	  book.	  
It	  might	  not.	  You	  might	  actually	  want	  to	  read	  so	  much	  that	  you	  actually	  read	  at	  home.	  

Consider how what I say 
communicates my values 
and beliefs about this 
student and about 
reading.  
 
What happens here that 
you think is significant? 
 
How is language 
important in this 
conference? Where? 
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Analyzing	  Writing	  Craft	  in	  Independent	  Reading	  
	  
	   This	  is	  called	  ‘rhetorical	  reading’	  and	  it	  means	  to	  break	  the	  text	  down	  into	  the	  
sum	  of	  its	  parts…	  to	  determine	  what	  the	  writer	  was	  trying	  to	  achieve	  and	  which	  writing	  
strategies	  he/she	  used	  to	  try	  to	  achieve	  it.	  A	  rhetorical	  analysis	  is	  always	  looking	  at	  the	  
why	  and	  the	  how	  of	  the	  writing.	  	  
	  

1. Read	  one	  whole	  chapter	  of	  your	  book	  today.	  When	  finished,	  go	  back	  and	  skim	  
read	  to	  map	  out	  what	  happens	  in	  this	  chapter	  in	  your	  notebook.	  Write	  about	  
how	  the	  author	  put	  the	  chapter	  together.	  Consider	  what	  we’ve	  studied	  that	  
writers	  do	  to	  move	  the	  action:	  flashback,	  zoom	  in,	  zoom	  past,	  narrator	  aside,	  etc.	  

a. Day	  2:	  consider	  the	  development	  of	  the	  chapter	  above	  and	  explain	  why	  
you	  think	  the	  author	  wrote	  this	  chapter	  at	  this	  point	  in	  the	  story	  in	  this	  
way.	  	  

2. Find	  several	  interesting	  sentences	  and	  copy	  them	  into	  your	  notebook.	  Annotate	  
them	  to	  show	  what	  makes	  them	  interesting	  to	  you.	  This	  is	  an	  author’s	  craft	  
question,	  so	  I	  am	  looking	  for	  observations	  you	  can	  make	  about	  a	  writer’s	  choices	  
in	  this	  section	  that	  you	  find	  interesting.	  

3. Focus	  on	  one	  of	  the	  lenses	  for	  reading	  that	  we	  have	  focused	  on	  so	  far	  in	  second	  
and	  third	  readings	  of	  poetry:	  word	  choice,	  voice,	  sensory	  details,	  tone,	  or	  pace.	  
Now	  apply	  that	  to	  a	  section	  from	  your	  independent	  reading	  book.	  Write	  about	  
what	  you	  noticed	  when	  you	  reread	  the	  section	  with	  this	  lens.	  	  

4. Make	  observations	  about	  punctuation	  today.	  Does	  your	  author	  favor	  short	  or	  
long	  sentences?	  What	  moves	  in	  writing	  craft	  would	  you	  say	  are	  common	  for	  this	  
particular	  writer?	  	  

5. Take	  one	  section	  of	  dialogue	  from	  your	  reading	  today.	  Analyze	  what	  is	  said	  (what	  
you	  learn	  about	  plot	  or	  character)	  and	  then	  what	  is	  NOT	  said.	  What	  are	  these	  
characters	  withholding?	  

6. Style	  is	  tricky…	  sometimes	  we	  love	  the	  way	  a	  writer	  writes	  and	  sometimes	  we	  
get	  irritated	  by	  too	  many	  narrators	  or	  moments	  when	  we	  lose	  our	  way	  (yes,	  I’m	  
talking	  about	  that	  second	  narrator	  in	  Extremely	  Loud	  &	  Incredibly	  Close	  again)…	  
how	  was	  the	  reading	  of	  this	  book	  for	  you?	  Explain	  what	  you	  loved/grew	  
frustrated	  with/etc.	  What	  would	  you	  say	  to	  the	  author	  (if	  you	  could)	  about	  how	  
this	  was	  written?	  

	  
	  
Analyzing	  Text	  Structures	  in	  Independent	  Reading	  
	  

1. How	  important	  are	  time	  and	  place	  (setting)	  in	  your	  book?	  Would	  anything	  be	  
lost	  if	  your	  novel	  were	  set	  in	  a	  different	  period	  of	  time	  or	  in	  a	  very	  different	  
location?	  

a. If	  you	  are	  currently	  reading	  non-‐fiction,	  consider	  the	  date	  of	  publication	  
of	  the	  book.	  If	  the	  book	  is	  more	  than	  two	  years	  old,	  search	  online	  for	  how	  
the	  field	  studied	  in	  this	  book	  has	  changed	  in	  the	  last	  two	  years.	  
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b. If	  you	  are	  currently	  reading	  non-‐fiction	  that	  is	  place-‐specific	  (memoir,	  war	  
stories,	  etc.)	  consider	  how	  the	  setting	  impacts	  your	  understanding	  of	  the	  
book.	  Did	  you	  come	  to	  the	  book	  with	  strong	  background	  knowledge	  in	  
the	  area?	  If	  not,	  how	  did	  you	  overcome	  your	  ignorance?	  

2. Consider	  the	  narrator	  of	  your	  story.	  What	  do	  you	  know	  about	  him/her?	  Do	  you	  
trust	  him/her?	  Explain	  what	  makes	  the	  narrator	  reliable	  or	  not.	  What	  do	  you	  
question	  about	  what	  the	  narrator	  says	  at	  this	  point	  in	  the	  narrative?	  How	  does	  
the	  narrator	  affect	  your	  sympathies	  for	  other	  characters?	  	  

a. If	  the	  narrator	  is	  the	  author	  (often	  true	  in	  non-‐fiction),	  do	  you	  trust	  this	  
author?	  Why	  or	  why	  not?	  What	  do	  you	  think	  this	  author	  does	  not	  see	  
clearly	  or	  should	  research	  more	  thoroughly?	  

3. Consider	  the	  title	  of	  your	  book.	  Explain	  why	  you	  think	  it	  was	  chosen.	  How	  does	  
the	  title	  give	  meaning	  to	  the	  work?	  

4. How	  does	  the	  writer	  arrange	  ideas	  in	  this	  text?	  Is	  there	  any	  pattern	  to	  this	  
arrangement?	  

5. Consider	  the	  arrangement	  of	  ideas	  in	  this	  text.	  Is	  it	  chronological?	  Alternating	  
between	  a	  forward	  chronology	  and	  flashbacks?	  (If	  so,	  why	  so?)	  

	  
Analyzing	  Literary	  Elements	  in	  Writing	  
	  

1. Skim	  reread	  sections	  of	  your	  book.	  Look	  for	  repeating	  images,	  motifs,	  or	  
repetitions	  and	  consider	  their	  implications	  on	  the	  larger	  body	  of	  work	  here.	  
What	  can	  you	  find?	  What	  might	  you	  continue	  to	  pay	  attention	  to	  as	  you	  read?	  

2. Literature	  often	  uses	  a	  specific	  story	  to	  explain	  something	  larger	  about	  
humankind.	  Can	  you	  see	  connections	  between	  the	  story	  you	  are	  reading	  and	  the	  
characters’	  conflicts,	  revelations,	  or	  insights	  that	  might	  also	  be	  true	  for	  all	  
people?	  

3. Conflicts	  in	  literature	  can	  be	  internal,	  external,	  or	  both.	  Which	  do	  you	  see	  in	  your	  
book	  at	  this	  point?	  Explain	  how	  they	  contribute	  to	  your	  overall	  engagement	  with	  
the	  text.	  	  

a. Writers	  are	  skillful	  with	  weaving	  in	  sub-‐conflicts	  and	  multiple	  story	  lines.	  
If	  you	  see	  this	  in	  your	  story,	  explain	  how	  this	  has	  impacted	  your	  
understanding	  and	  engagement	  with	  the	  story.	  (Game	  of	  Thrones	  
readers—I	  don’t	  mean	  ALL	  of	  them!)	  

b. Writers	  create	  conflicts	  on	  three	  levels	  in	  literature:	  conflicts	  within	  the	  
character,	  conflicts	  between	  characters,	  and	  conflicts	  with	  something	  
outside	  the	  character:	  the	  world	  or	  God,	  perhaps.	  What	  do	  you	  see	  
happening	  in	  your	  book?	  

c. Have	  you	  ever	  noticed	  how	  authors	  put	  obstacles	  in	  the	  way	  of	  
characters	  resolving	  conflicts?	  Find	  them	  in	  your	  book.	  

4. Language	  is	  central	  to	  writing	  and	  it	  is	  chosen	  with	  care.	  How	  does	  this	  writer	  
use	  language?	  Is	  it	  formal?	  Informal?	  Technical?	  Slang?	  Does	  the	  language	  
change	  throughout	  this	  piece?	  
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5. Some	  writers	  use	  humor	  to	  identify	  one	  character	  or	  to	  present	  ideas	  in	  a	  text.	  
Do	  you	  see	  evidence	  of	  humor?	  Puns?	  Irony?	  Sarcasm?	  Why	  might	  the	  author	  
have	  used	  them	  in	  this	  book?	  

6. There	  are	  several	  comparison	  devices	  available	  to	  writers:	  similes,	  metaphors,	  
personification,	  hyperbole,	  etc.	  Can	  you	  find	  examples	  of	  any	  of	  these	  in	  your	  
text?	  If	  not,	  why	  not?	  	  

	  
Vocabulary	  
	  
	   You	  know	  I	  believe	  that	  the	  single	  best	  way	  to	  increase	  your	  vocabulary	  is	  
through	  wide	  reading.	  Now	  I	  want	  you	  to	  show	  me	  how…	  
	  

1. Find	  a	  word	  that	  you	  didn’t	  know	  before	  you	  read,	  but	  feel	  you	  understand	  after	  
reading	  it	  in	  this	  book.	  Write	  the	  passage	  where	  the	  word	  occurred	  and	  then	  
explain	  how	  the	  words	  around	  the	  word	  you	  didn’t	  know	  helped	  you	  understand	  
it.	  	  

2. Collect	  at	  least	  four	  words	  a	  week	  from	  your	  writing.	  Keep	  them	  in	  your	  
vocabulary	  section	  of	  your	  notebook.	  Look	  up	  the	  definitions	  and	  then	  
determine	  how	  it	  was	  used	  in	  the	  book	  you’re	  reading.	  Here’s	  the	  big	  challenge:	  
start	  using	  them!	  See	  if	  you	  can	  slip	  them	  into	  conversation.	  (I	  suggest	  you	  pay	  
attention	  to	  pronunciation	  keys	  in	  the	  dictionary	  or	  ask	  me	  for	  help.	  Many	  words	  
sound	  differently	  than	  they	  look.)	  
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9th	Grade	Book	Clubs	 
 
Read	all	of	the	pages	assigned	each	week	before	your	Book	Club	meets.	 
	
Goals:	to	encourage	thinking	about	the	ideas	in	these	books	and	to	broaden	
understanding	of	themes	and	the	development	of	characters	by	discussing	these	books	
with	others;	to	participate	in	an	online	community	book	club,	learning	from	the	
perspectives	of	others,	something	both	of	your	teachers	have	found	valuable	in	our	
reading	lives. 
 
Bring	1	question	and	1	comment	to	each	book	club	meeting.	If	you	are	absent	on	the	
day	the	group	meets,	we	expect	you	to	join	the	discussion	online. 
 
Thought	Log	writing	for	1st	meeting:	 

1. Who’s	here,	how	are	they	connected,	and	what	are	they	like?	
2. What	kind	of	place	is	this?	
3. What’s	the	trouble?		

 
Thought	Log	writing	for	2nd	meeting:	 

1. What’s	the	trouble?	
2. What	are	the	obstacles?	
3. How	do	the	characters	deal	with	them?	
4. How	do	the	characters	interact?	
5. What’s	the	impact	of	setting	on	character,	plot,	and	conflict?	

 
Thought	Log	writing	for	3rd	meeting:	 

1. What	is	changing?		
2. What	is	propelling	the	change?	
3. Who	wins	the	conflict?	
4. How	is	the	conflict	resolved?	

 
Thought	Log	writing	for	4th	meeting:	 

1. What	loose	ends	are	tying	up?	
2. How	are	the	characters	affected	by	the	change?	
3. How	will	life	go	on	(or	not)?		

 
	
	
~thought	log	questions	adapted	from	Donna	Santman,	NCTE	presentation	2015	
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Book Clubs, grade 9 
 
You will choose one to read over three weeks with other students in our class 
and in Mr. Gallagher’s class in Anaheim, California.  
 

Non Fiction 
 
League of Denial by Mark Fainaru-Wada 
 

 
 
 
The Nazi Hunters by Neal Bascomb 
 

 
 
 
The Shallows by Nicholas Karr 
 

 
 

League of Denial reveals how the NFL, over a period 
of nearly two decades, sought to cover up and deny 
mounting evidence of the connection between 
football and brain damage. “It is meticulously 
researched, artfully structured, engaging and well 
written… this is an informative, intriguing and 
sobering book about power and control. I recommend 
it strongly.” – Nate Jackson, The Washington Post	
	

“In	1945,	at	the	end	of	World	War	II,	Adolf	Eichmann,	the	
head	of	operations	for	the	Nazis’	Final	Solution,	walked	
into	the	mountains	of	Germany	and	vanished	from	view	
Sixteen	years	later,	an	elite	team	of	spies	captured	him	at	
a	bus	stop	in	Argentina	and	smuggled	him	to	Israel,	
resulting	in	one	of	the	century’s	most	important	trials—
one	that	cemented	the	Holocaust	in	the	public	
imagination.	The	Nazi	Hunters	is	the	thrilling	and	
fascinating	story	of	what	happened	between	these	two	
events.”	–	Thea,	The	Book	Smuggler	

Nicholas	Karr	looks	to	neurological	science	to	gauge	the	
impact	of	computers,	citing	fascinating	experiments	that	
contrast	the	neural	pathways	built	by	reading	books	versus	
those	forged	by	surfing	the	hypnotic	Internet,	where	
portals	lead	us	from	one	text,	image,	or	video	to	another	
while	being	bombarded	by	messages,	alerts,	and	feeds.	
This	interruption	and	distraction	impedes	the	sort	of	
comprehension	and	retention	that	‘deep	reading’	creates.	
We	are	reconfiguring	our	brains.	What	is	gained	and	lost?	
~Donna	Seaman,	Booklist	
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Enrique’s Journey by Sonia Nazario 
 

 
 
Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell 
 

 
 
Fiction 
 
Under the Feet of Jesus by Helena Maria Viramontes 
 

 
 
 

Enrique’s Journey recounts the unforgettable quest of 
a Honduran boy looking for his mother, eleven years 
after she is forced to leave her starving family to find 
work in the United States. Braving unimaginable peril, 
often clinging to the sides and tops of freight trains, 
Enrique travels through hostile worlds full of thugs, 
bandits, and corrupt cops. But he pushes forward, 
relying on his wit, courage, hope, and the kindness of 
strangers. This book is based on the Los Angeles 
Times newspaper series that won two Pulitzer Prizes. 

Malcolm Gladwell takes us on an intellectual journey 
through the world of “outliers”—the best and the 
brightest, the most famous and the most successful. He 
asks the question: what makes high achievers 
different? Gladwell explains the secrets of software 
billionaires, what it takes to be a great soccer player, 
why Asians are good at math, and what made the 
Beatles the greatest rock band. –Amazon.com 

This is a story of the lives of men, women, and children 
who labor under dangerous conditions in California’s 
fields. “The family of 13-year-old Estrella, and the others 
with whom they travel and work, burn under 109-degree 
heat until the backs of their necks sting…the novel picks 
up after a small plane releases a white shower of deadly 
pesticide, which washes over the face of Alejo, a teenager 
who is perched in a pear tree. Alejo is drenched with 
poison, much to the horror of Estrella, who has fallen in 
love with him.” ~Publisher’s Weekly 
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A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini 
 

 
 
Every Day by David Levithan 
 

 
 
 
Side Effects May Vary by Julie Murphy 
 

 
 
 

A Thousand Splendid Suns is at once an incredible chronicle 
of thirty years of Afghan history and a deeply moving story 
of family, friendship, faith, and the salvation to be found in 
love. Born a generation apart and with very different ideas 
about love and family, Mariam and Laila are two women 
brought jarringly together by war, by loss and by fate. As 
they endure the escalating dangers around them—in their 
home as well as in the streets of Kabul, Afghanistan—they 
come to form a bond that makes them both sisters and 
mother-daughter to each other. ~Amazon.com 

Every day a different body. Every day a different life. 
Every day in love with the same girl. In this New York 
Times bestselling  novel, David Levithan introduces 
readers to what Entertainment Weekly calls a “wise, 
wildly unique” love story about A, a teen who wakes 
up every morning in a different body, living a different 
life. There’s never any warning about where it will be 
or who it will be. This book will fascinate readers. 
~Amazon.com 

“When sixteen-year-old Alice is diagnosed with 
leukemia, she vows to spend her final months righting 
wrongs. She convinces her best friend, Harvey, to help 
her with a crazy bucket list that’s as much about 
revenge as it is about hope. But just when Alice’s 
scores are settled, she goes into remission, and now 
she must face the consequences of all she’s said and 
done. Readers who love romantic stories featuring 
strong heroines will find much to savor in this standout 
debut novel.” ~Amazon.com 
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Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe by Benjhamin A Saenz 
 

 
 
All American Boys by Jason Reynolds 
 

 
 
Both: a Non-Fiction/Fiction blend  
 
Revolution by Deborah Wiles 
 

	

Saenz’s young-adult novel was a big winner at this year’s 
American Library Association awards for children’s literature. 
Despite their grand names, Aristotle—who calls himself Ari—
and Dante are teen loners who are trying to find their place in 
the world. The story follows Ari’s journey to the realization that 
he is in love with his friend. Like Saenz, Aristotle and Dante are 
both Mexican-American. He points out that he started to write 
the book at the height of what he felt was “anti-Mexican 
rhetoric” happening across the country. It was important to him 
to challenge the idea that Mexican-Americans are recent 
immigrants. “We have a long history in this country,” Saenz 
said. ~National Public Radio, NPR.org 

In	an	unforgettable	new	novel	from	award-winning	authors	
Jason	Reynolds	and	Brendan	Keily,	two	teens—one	black,	one	
white—grapple	with	the	repercussions	of	a	single	violent	act	that	
leaves	their	school,	their	community,	and	ultimately,	the	country	
bitterly	divided	by	racial	tension.	This	book	shares	the	alternating	
perspectives	of	Rashad	and	Quinn	as	the	complications	from	one	
violent	moment	in	a	grocery	store	unfold	and	reverberate	
through	the	basketball	team	they	share,	the	school,	and	the	
town.	Simmering	tensions	threaten	to	explode.	~	Simon	and	
Schuster	

A 2014 National Book Award Finalist and part of the Sixties 
trilogy, Deborah Wiles uses stories and images to create a 
documentary novel of Greenwood, Mississippi during 
Freedom Summer. Wiles tells a riveting story of kids caught 
in the conflict of 1964 when people from ‘up north’ come to 
help people register to vote.  
 
“The larger story… told her in an expert coupling of text 
and design, is how life endures, even triumphs, no matter 
how perilous the times.” ~Horn Book, starred review 
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Possible Topics for Reading Response "Big Idea" Notebooks
These come from commonly taught themes in literature

Belief
Forgiveness
Oppression
Discipline
Decisions
Death & Dying
Love
Acceptance
Courage
Change
Empathy
Life Lessons (like Crime Doesnʼt Pay)
Overcoming Adversity
Man Struggles Against Nature
Man Struggles Against Societal 
Pressure
Man Struggles to Understand God
Friendship
Sacrifice
The Bonds of Family
Yin & Yang
Suffering
Conflict
Abandonment
Alienation
Ambition
Coming of Age
Freedom
Gender
Justice
Isolation
Cruelty
Fate
Hope
Guilt
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Big Idea Books 
 

These notebooks are for us to share. I write in them; you write in them. A 
Big Idea Book is a multi-year conversation because I keep these and recycle 
them each year. You’re talking across time to students who are stumbling along 
through elementary or middle school right now, but will one day sit where you 
are.  

 
The meat of a Big Idea Book is your thinking. I want you digging for what 

is beneath the story you’re reading. You chose this book (this theme) for a 
reason. You can see how it connects to what is happening or what is explored in 
the book you’re reading. You might connect the ideas or situations in the book to 
something in yourself or another book you’ve read. You might take the ideas in 
the book and go farther with them… thinking as you write.  

 
You are doing a mini-book talk for someone who comes upon your words 

later. Try not to give away anything important that the reader would rather 
discover on his own: you know how you hate that! You can skim a Big Idea Book 
and find a dozen book talks from students like you. Add the titles to your NEXT 
list and you’ll have a supply of answers when you’ve finished one book and can’t 
decide what to read next. 
 

 

Rules for civil discourse in community writing: 
 

1. Be respectful. do not use profanity. Do not 
use someone else’s name without permission. 

2. You only need to sign your entry if you want 
to. Sometimes we send words out into the 
world as a gift without attribution. 

Trust the writer inside of you. Just Write. 
 
 

!
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Read Like a Writer 
from Katie Wood Ray’s Wondrous Words 

 

Notice something about the craft of the text. 

Noticing writerly things means noticing things that are close to the words, close to 
the text.  Examples:  repetition, word choice, structure of the text.  This is different than 
responding to readerly things such as “It flows” or “It has great description.” 

 

Talk about it and make a theory about why a writer might use this craft. 

      Discussing WHY a writer might choose to write something in a certain way helps 
students to understand the writing technique.  This will, in turn, help them to “untie” 
the technique from the text studied and try it in their own writing.  It’s fine if the theory 
doesn’t match the particular author’s intentions.  The point is to examine the possibilities 
as to why a writer might craft a piece in a particular way.  This gives a strong sense of “I 
might write my piece like this, or I could write it like this, or I could try this other thing 
in my writing.” 

 

Give the craft a name. 

       The purpose of naming a technique is to give students a common language with 
which they can discuss the craft of writing.  If we have a name for something, we’re 
more likely to remember it and to use it with our own work.  If students notice a craft 
that has a name - such as alliteration, metaphor, etc. – use that.  If not, then the class can 
invent a name.  The class will know what it means and can add it to the class pot of 
“things we can try.” 

 

Think of other texts you know.  Have you seen this craft before? 

       The same wonderful ways to craft writing can be found in many books.  As students 
are on the “lookout” for crafting techniques, they will notice this.  Such ways of writing 
are not owned by particular authors, but are the domain of all writers.  This helps 
students to understand that it’s not “copying” to use writing strategies, that writers 
learn from each other.  To seek out books that are crafted like books they already know 
helps students to make connections between authors and to read for voice and style as 
well as story. 

 

Envision this crafting in your own writing. 

       The most important step.  Students with their own drafts, about their own topics, 
think about, imagine, how this particular crafting strategy might work in their own 
draft.  They “try them on” for size, talking out how a crafting technique might work 
with their draft.  We can help them by making statements such as, “So if I’m writing and 
I want to ________, then I can use this technique.”  This helps students to make sense of 
WHY writers might choose certain techniques, why certain techniques make sense for 
certain types of writing.  With envisioning, it makes sense to help students by “writing 
in the air” / “writing out loud” for them, so that they can hear the sound of the crafting 
technique in their own draft.  This step will ideally give students the feeling of so many 
possibilities for their draft. 
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	   People	  my	  age	  enjoy	  crying	  and	  speculating	  dramatically	  over	  how	  people	  our	  
age	  could	  die.	  Take	  if	  from	  one	  who	  knows.	  Take	  it	  from	  one	  whose	  role	  has	  been,	  for	  
years,	  The	  Girl	  I	  Knew	  Really	  Well	  Who	  Tragically	  Died	  One	  day.	  
	   Not	  that	  I’ve	  died	  yet.	  I	  am	  still	  totally	  here.	  Which	  is	  why	  all	  the	  artistic,	  goth	  
morbidity	  is	  a	  bummer.	  
	   Adults	  want	  to	  talk	  about	  death	  way	  less	  than	  people	  my	  age	  do.	  Death	  is	  the	  
Santa	  Claus	  of	  the	  adult	  world.	  Except	  Santa	  Claus	  in	  reverse.	  They	  guy	  who	  takes	  all	  the	  
presents	  away.	  Big	  bag	  over	  the	  shoulder,	  climbing	  up	  the	  chimney	  carrying	  everything	  
in	  a	  person’s	  life,	  and	  taking	  off,	  eight-‐reindeered,	  from	  the	  roof.	  Sleigh	  loaded	  down	  
with	  memories	  and	  wineglasses	  and	  pots	  and	  pans	  and	  sweaters	  and	  grilled	  cheese	  
sandwiches	  and	  Kleenexes	  and	  text	  messages	  and	  ugly	  houseplants	  and	  calico	  cat	  fur	  
and	  half-‐used	  lipstick	  and	  laundry	  that	  never	  got	  done	  and	  letters	  you	  went	  to	  the	  
trouble	  of	  handwriting	  but	  never	  sent	  and	  birth	  certificates	  and	  broken	  necklaces	  and	  
disposable	  socks	  with	  scuffs	  on	  the	  bottom	  from	  hospital	  visits.	  
	   And	  notes	  you	  kept	  on	  the	  fridge.	  
	   And	  pictures	  of	  boys	  you	  had	  crushes	  on.	  
	   And	  a	  dress	  that	  got	  worn	  to	  a	  dance	  at	  which	  you	  danced	  by	  yourself,	  before	  
you	  got	  too	  skinny	  and	  too	  breathless	  to	  dance.	  
	   Along	  with,	  probably,	  though	  this	  isn’t	  worthy	  of	  huge	  thinking,	  a	  soul	  or	  
something.	  
	   Anyway,	  adults	  don’t	  believe	  in	  Santa	  Claus.	  They	  try	  hard	  not	  to	  believe	  in	  Santa	  
Claus	  in	  Reverse	  either.	  
	   At	  school,	  the	  whole	  rare-‐disease-‐impending-‐doom	  situation	  makes	  me	  
freakishly	  intriguing.	  In	  the	  real	  world,	  it	  makes	  me	  a	  problem.	  Worried	  look,	  bang,	  
nervous	  face,	  bang:	  “Maybe	  you	  should	  talk	  to	  someone	  about	  your	  feelings,	  Aza,”	  
along	  with	  a	  nasty	  side	  dish	  of	  what-‐about-‐God-‐what-‐about-‐therapy-‐what-‐about-‐
antidepressants?	  
	   Sometimes	  also	  what-‐about-‐faith-‐healers-‐what-‐about-‐herbs-‐what-‐about-‐
crystals-‐what-‐about-‐yoga?	  Have	  you	  tried	  yoga,	  Aza,	  I	  mean	  have	  you,	  because	  it	  helped	  
this	  friend	  of	  a	  friend	  who	  was	  supposedly	  dying	  but	  didn’t,	  due	  to	  downward	  dog?	  
	   No,	  I	  haven’t	  tried	  yoga	  to	  cure	  my	  thing,	  because	  yoga	  isn’t	  going	  to	  cure	  my	  
thing.	  My	  thing	  is	  a	  Mystery	  and	  not	  just	  a	  Mystery,	  but	  Bermuda—no	  sun,	  only	  
Triangle.	  
	  
~Maria	  Dahvana	  Headley,	  Magonia	  
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Maybe	  A	  Fox	  by	  Kathi	  Appelt	  and	  Alison	  McGhee	  
	  

“Knock-‐knock,”	  came	  Sylvie’s	  voice	  again.	  “Come	  on,	  Jules,	  let	  me	  in.”	  	  
“There’s	  no	  lock,”	  Jules	  called.	  “Duh.”	  	  
There	  had	  never	  been	  a	  lock	  on	  their	  door.	  Even	  though	  she	  was	  upset,	  Jules	  still	  

had	  to	  admire	  that	  Sylvie	  hadn’t	  just	  barged	  right	  in	  the	  way	  she,	  Jules,	  might	  have	  
done.	  The	  doorknob	  turned	  and	  there	  was	  Sylvie,	  tall	  and	  skinny	  in	  her	  pajamas.	  She	  got	  
straight	  to	  the	  point.	  	  

“Why	  are	  you	  mad?”	  	  
“I’m	  not,”	  Jules	  lied.	  	  
Sylvie	  just	  pointed	  at	  the	  rocks	  laid	  out	  on	  Jules’s	  bed,	  a	  sure	  sign	  that	  Jules	  was	  

trying	  to	  calm	  herself	  down.	  	  
“Come	  on.	  Tell	  me.	  I’m	  your	  one	  and	  only	  sister.”	  	  
“Stop.”	  	  

“What?	  I	  am,	  aren’t	  I?	  Unless	  you’ve	  got	  a	  secret	  other	  sister	  somewhere?”	  
Sylvie	  sat	  down	  on	  Jules’s	  bed,	  careful	  not	  to	  disturb	  the	  rocks.	  Then	  she	  sidled	  

her	  pointer	  finger	  bit	  by	  bit,	  like	  a	  snake,	  through	  the	  rumpled	  blankets	  toward	  Jules.	  
She	  had	  been	  doing	  that	  ever	  since	  they	  were	  tiny,	  and	  it	  always	  made	  Jules	  laugh.	  Jules	  
looked	  away	  so	  she	  wouldn’t	  start	  to	  soften.	  	  

Sylvie	  abandoned	  the	  finger-‐snake	  and	  instead	  picked	  up	  the	  one	  piece	  of	  
obsidian	  in	  Jules’s	  collection.	  She	  hefted	  the	  small	  polished	  oval	  in	  her	  hand.	  	  

“I	  remember	  when	  Mom	  gave	  you	  this,”	  she	  said.	  “It	  was	  your	  fourth	  birthday.	  
You	  were	  already	  crazy	  about	  rocks.”	  She	  rolled	  her	  eyes	  in	  a	  what-‐a-‐weird-‐little-‐kid-‐
you-‐were	  kind	  of	  way.	  “Seriously,	  what	  four-‐year-‐old	  kid	  is	  a	  rock	  fiend?”	  	  

That	  was	  it!	  Jules	  snatched	  the	  obsidian	  from	  Sylvie’s	  hand.	  Once	  again,	  Sylvie	  
had	  invoked	  Mom.	  Obsidian	  was	  caused	  by	  volcanoes,	  an	  eruption	  of	  steam	  and	  gas	  so	  
furious	  that	  it	  melted	  the	  earth	  itself	  into	  this	  hard,	  shiny	  object.	  Right	  then,	  Jules	  felt	  
hard	  and	  shiny.	  	  

“You	  and	  Dad,”	  she	  said.	  “You’re	  like	  a	  secret	  club.”	  	  
“What	  are	  you	  talking	  about?”	  	  
“When	  the	  two	  of	  you	  get	  going	  about	  Mom.	  How	  do	  you	  think	  it	  makes	  me	  

feel?”	  	  
Sylvie	  looked	  puzzled.	  Jules	  kept	  going.	  “It’s	  like	  you	  remember	  everything	  about	  

her!”	  Jules	  rubbed	  her	  thumb	  along	  the	  smooth	  surface	  of	  the	  obsidian.	  “But	  me?	  I	  
hardly	  remember	  anything.	  All	  I	  see	  when	  I	  try	  to	  picture	  her	  is	  her	  hair,	  which	  is	  exactly	  
like	  .	  .	  .	  like	  .	  .	  .”	  	  

She	  stopped	  talking	  and	  carefully	  placed	  the	  obsidian	  back	  on	  her	  bed,	  back	  into	  
the	  vertical	  category	  of	  igneous	  rocks.	  	  

“Mine,”	  Sylvie	  finished	  the	  sentence.	  “The	  same	  color	  as	  mine.	  Is	  that	  what	  you	  
were	  going	  to	  say?”	  	  

Jules	  nodded.	  Yes.	  That	  was	  what	  she	  was	  going	  to	  say.	  	  
What	  she	  wasn’t	  going	  to	  say:	  that	  no	  matter	  how	  hard	  she	  tried,	  her	  memories	  

of	  their	  mom	  grew	  smaller	  and	  smaller,	  each	  one	  folding	  in	  on	  itself,	  so	  that	  not	  even	  
her	  10x	  magnifier	  could	  see	  them."	  
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LaRose	  by	  Louise	  Erdrich	  
	  
THE	  DAY	  CAME.	  Romeo	  and	  Landreaux	  ambled	  into	  the	  go-‐home	  line	  and	  lingered	  at	  
the	  very	  end.	  Bowl	  Head	  stood	  by	  the	  open	  bus	  door,	  scanning	  her	  checklist.	  Each	  
student	  in	  the	  line	  held	  a	  sack	  of	  clothing.	  Romeo	  and	  Landreaux	  had	  sacks	  too.	  At	  the	  
last	  moment,	  they	  ditched,	  sneaked	  around	  the	  tail	  end	  of	  the	  bus,	  rolled	  into	  shadow,	  
then	  wormed	  into	  the	  guts	  of	  the	  machine.	  There	  was	  a	  flat	  foot-‐wide	  bar	  they	  could	  
hang	  on	  that	  ran	  down	  the	  center,	  and	  beside	  it	  two	  catch	  pans	  that	  could	  help	  them	  
balance.	  They	  put	  their	  bags	  in	  the	  pans	  and	  fixed	  themselves	  in	  place	  on	  their	  
stomachs,	  feet	  up,	  ankles	  curled	  around	  the	  bar,	  face-‐to-‐face.	  	  

A	  thousand	  years	  passed	  before	  the	  bus	  roared	  violently	  to	  life.	  It	  bumbled	  along	  
through	  the	  town	  streets.	  The	  boys	  could	  feel	  the	  gears	  locking	  together,	  changing	  
shape,	  transferring	  power.	  As	  they	  pulled	  onto	  the	  highway	  the	  bus	  lurched,	  then	  
socked	  smoothly	  into	  high	  gear.	  	  

They	  lifted	  their	  heads,	  dazzled,	  in	  the	  vast	  rumble	  of	  the	  engine.	  Their	  ears	  hurt.	  
Occasionally	  bits	  of	  stone	  or	  gravel	  kicked	  up	  and	  stung	  like	  buckshot.	  Seams	  in	  the	  
asphalt	  jarred	  their	  bones.	  Their	  bodies	  were	  pumped	  on	  adrenaline	  and	  a	  dreamlike	  
terror	  also	  gripped	  them.	  On	  their	  stomachs,	  feet	  up,	  ankles	  curled	  around	  the	  bar,	  face-‐
to-‐face,	  they	  clung	  fear-‐locked	  to	  their	  perch.	  	  

	  
The	  pain	  burrowed	  into	  Romeo’s	  eardrums,	  but	  he	  knew	  if	  he	  lifted	  his	  hands	  to	  

his	  ears	  he’d	  die	  falling	  off.	  The	  pain	  got	  worse	  and	  worse,	  then	  something	  exploded	  
softly	  in	  his	  head	  and	  the	  noise	  diminished.	  The	  boys	  tried	  very	  hard	  not	  to	  look	  down	  at	  
the	  highway.	  But	  it	  was	  all	  around	  them	  in	  a	  smooth	  fierce	  blur	  and	  the	  only	  other	  place	  
to	  look	  was	  at	  each	  other.	  	  

Landreaux	  shut	  his	  eyes.	  The	  dark	  seized	  and	  dizzied	  him.	  He	  had	  to	  focus	  on	  
Romeo,	  who	  didn’t	  like	  to	  be	  looked	  at	  and	  did	  not	  ever	  meet	  another	  person’s	  eyes,	  
unless	  a	  teacher	  held	  his	  head	  and	  forced	  him.	  It	  wasn’t	  done	  in	  Landreaux’s	  family.	  It	  
wasn’t	  done	  among	  their	  friends.	  It	  drove	  white	  teachers	  crazy.	  In	  those	  days,	  Indians	  
rarely	  looked	  people	  in	  the	  eye.	  Even	  now,	  it’s	  an	  uneasy	  thing,	  not	  honest	  but	  invasive.	  
Under	  the	  bus,	  there	  was	  no	  other	  place	  for	  the	  two	  boys	  to	  look	  but	  into	  each	  other’s	  
eyes.	  Even	  when	  the	  two	  got	  old	  and	  remembered	  the	  whole	  experience,	  this	  forced	  
gaze	  was	  perhaps	  the	  worst	  of	  it.	  	  

Romeo’s	  rat-‐colored	  buzz	  cut	  flattened	  and	  his	  pupils	  smoked	  with	  fear.	  
Landreaux’s	  handsome	  mug	  was	  squashed	  flat	  by	  wind	  and	  his	  lush	  hair	  was	  flung	  
straight	  back.	  His	  eyes	  were	  pressed	  into	  long	  catlike	  slits,	  but	  he	  could	  see—oh,	  yes	  he	  
could	  see—the	  lighter	  brown	  splotches	  in	  Romeo’s	  pinwheel	  irises,	  mile	  after	  mile.	  And	  
he	  began	  to	  think,	  as	  minutes	  passed,	  endless	  minutes	  mounting	  past	  an	  hour,	  a	  
timeless	  hour,	  that	  Romeo’s	  eyes	  were	  the	  last	  sight	  he	  would	  see	  on	  earth	  because	  
their	  bodies	  were	  losing	  the	  tension	  they	  needed	  to	  grip	  the	  bar.	  Arms,	  shoulders,	  
stomach,	  thighs,	  calves—all	  locked	  but	  incrementally	  loosening	  as	  though	  the	  noise	  
itself	  were	  prying	  them	  away	  from	  their	  perch.	  If	  they	  hadn’t	  both	  been	  strong,	  light,	  
hard-‐muscled	  boys	  who	  could	  shimmy	  up	  flagpoles,	  vault	  fences,	  catch	  a	  branch	  with	  
one	  arm,	  and	  swing	  themselves	  into	  a	  tree,	  over	  a	  fence,	  they	  would	  have	  died.	  If	  the	  
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bus	  hadn’t	  slowed	  exactly	  when	  it	  did	  and	  pulled	  into	  a	  rest	  stop,	  they	  would	  also	  have	  
died.	  

They	  were	  speechless	  with	  pain.	  Landreaux	  gagged	  a	  few	  words	  out,	  but	  they	  
found	  they	  could	  hear	  nothing.	  They	  watched	  each	  other’s	  mouths	  open	  and	  shut.	  	  

They	  cried	  sliding	  off	  the	  bar	  as	  blood	  surged	  back	  into	  muscle.	  From	  beneath	  
the	  bus,	  they	  saw	  Bowl	  Head’s	  thick,	  creamy	  legs,	  and	  the	  driver’s	  gray	  slacks.	  Then	  the	  
other	  kids’	  boney	  ankles	  and	  shuffling	  feet.	  They	  waited	  on	  the	  tarred	  parking	  lot	  
ground	  until	  everyone	  had	  gone	  to	  the	  bathrooms	  and	  was	  back	  inside.	  The	  doors	  
closed,	  the	  driver	  started	  the	  bus	  idling,	  and	  that’s	  when	  they	  rolled	  out	  from	  
underneath.	  They	  dove	  behind	  a	  trash	  barrel.	  Once	  the	  bus	  was	  gone,	  they	  staggered	  off	  
into	  a	  scrim	  of	  thick	  blue	  spruce	  trees	  on	  the	  perimeter.	  For	  half	  an	  hour,	  they	  writhed	  
beneath	  the	  branches	  and	  bit	  on	  sticks.	  When	  the	  pain	  subsided	  just	  enough	  for	  them	  to	  
breathe,	  they	  were	  very	  thirsty,	  hungry	  too,	  and	  remembered	  they’d	  left	  their	  sacks	  
stuck	  beneath	  the	  bus.	  They	  sharply	  recalled	  the	  bread	  they’d	  squirreled	  away	  with	  their	  
clothes.	  
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“I   think   you   would   look   beautiful   with   a   giant   pink   Afro,”   he   says. 

Sincerity   is   sexy,   and   my   cynical   heart   notices.  

“The   whole   thing   wouldn’t   be   pink.   Maybe   just   the   ends.”  

He   reaches   for   the   box,   so   now   we’re   both   holding   it   and   facing   each   other   in   an   aisle 

that   really   only   has   enough   space   for   one.  

“It   would   look   like   strawberry   frosting,”   he   says.   With   his   other   hand   he   pulls   a   few 

strands   of   my   hair   through   his   fingers,   and   I   find   that   I   don’t   mind,   not   one   little   bit.  

“Oh,   look.   My.   Little.   Brother   is   here,”   says   a   voice   from   the   end   of   the   aisle.   Daniel   jerks 

his   hand   from   my   hair.   We   both   let   go   of   the   dye   at   the   same   time,   and   the   box   clatters   to   the 

floor.   Daniel   bends   to   pick   it   up.   I   turn   to   face   our   interloper.  

He’s   taller   and   broader   than   Daniel.   On   his   face,   the   family   bone   structure   seems   even 

sharper.   He   rests   the   broom   he   was   holding   against   a   shelf   and   saunters   down   the   aisle   toward 

us.   His   wide,   dark   eyes   are   filled   with   curiosity   and   a   kind   of   mischievous   glee.  

I’m   not   sure   I   like   him.  

Daniel   stands   up   and   hands   the   dye   back   to   me.  

“What’s   up,   Charlie?”   he   asks.  

“The.   Sky.   Is.   Up.   Little   brother,”   says   Charlie.   I   get   the   feeling   he’s   been   using   that 

phrase   that   same   way   for   all   their   lives.   He’s   looking   at   me   as   he   says   it,   and   his   face   is   more 

sneer   than   smile.  

“Who.   Is.   This?”   he   asks,   still   only   looking   at   me.  

Next   to   me,   Daniel   takes   a   deep   breath   and   readies   himself   to   say   something,   but   I   jump 

in.  

“I’m   Natasha.”   He   stares   at   me   as   if   there   must   be   more   to   say.   “A   friend   of   your 

brother’s,”   I   continue.  

“Oh,   I   thought   maybe   he’d   caught   a   shoplifting   customer.”   His   face   is   a   parody   of 

innocence.   “We   get   a   lot   of   those   in   a   store   like   this.”   His   eyes   are   laughing   and   mean.   “I’m   sure 

you   understand.”  

I   definitely   don’t   like   him. 

 
~Nicola   Yoon,    The   Sun   is   Also   a   Star 
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Understanding	  How	  Dialogue	  &	  Point	  of	  View	  
Reveal	  Character	  

	  

What	  happens	  in	  this	  passage?	  (what	  the	  text	  says)	  
What	  do	  you	  imagine	  the	  narrator	  has	  said	  to	  Mrs.	  Convoy	  in	  each	  exchange?	  (inferring)	  
Why	  would	  Joshua	  Ferris	  (author)	  write	  dialogue	  in	  this	  way?	  (analyzing	  author’s	  craft)	  
	  

Say	  I	  would	  come	  in	  from	  outside	  and	  go	  straight	  to	  the	  sink	  to	  wash	  my	  hands.	  It	  

didn’t	  matter	  which	  sink,	  Mrs.	  Convoy	  would	  find	  me.	  She’d	  sniff	  at	  me	  like	  a	  

bloodhound	  and	  then	  she’d	  say,	  “What	  exactly	  have	  you	  been	  doing?”	  I’d	  tell	  her,	  and	  

she’d	  say,	  “Why	  do	  you	  feel	  the	  need	  to	  lie	  to	  me?”	  I’d	  tell	  her,	  and	  she’d	  say,	  “Scrutiny	  

doesn’t	  kill	  people.	  Smoking	  kills	  people.	  What	  kind	  of	  example	  do	  you	  think	  you’re	  

setting	  for	  your	  patients	  by	  sneaking	  off	  to	  smoke	  cigarettes?”	  I’d	  tell	  her,	  she’d	  say,	  

“They	  do	  not	  need	  a	  reminder	  of	  ‘the	  futility	  of	  it	  all’	  from	  their	  dental	  professional.	  

When	  did	  you	  take	  up	  smoking	  again?”	  I’d	  tell	  her,	  she’d	  say,	  “Oh,	  for	  heaven’s	  sake.	  

Then	  why	  did	  you	  tell	  everyone	  you	  quit?”	  I’d	  tell	  her,	  she’d	  say,	  “I	  do	  not	  see	  how	  the	  

occasional	  show	  of	  concern	  is	  ‘utterly	  strangulating.’	  I	  would	  like	  to	  see	  you	  live	  up	  to	  

your	  potential,	  that	  is	  all.	  Don’t	  you	  wish	  you	  had	  more	  self-‐control?”	  I’d	  tell	  her,	  she’d	  

say,	  “Of	  course	  I	  will	  not	  join	  you.	  What	  are	  you	  doing?	  Do	  not	  light	  that	  cigarette!”	  I’d	  

put	  the	  cigarettes	  away	  with	  an	  offhand	  remark,	  she’d	  say,	  “How	  am	  I	  a	  trial?	  I	  am	  not	  

the	  one	  on	  trial	  here.	  The	  trial	  is	  between	  you	  and	  your	  addictions.	  Do	  you	  want	  to	  ruin	  

your	  lungs	  and	  die	  a	  young	  man?”	  I’d	  tell	  her,	  she’d	  say,	  “You	  are	  not	  already	  in	  hell.	  

Shall	  I	  tell	  you	  what	  hell	  will	  be	  like?”	  I’d	  answer,	  she’d	  say,	  “Yes,	  as	  a	  matter	  of	  fact,	  any	  

conversation	  can	  turn	  into	  a	  discussion	  on	  the	  salvation	  of	  the	  soul.	  It’s	  a	  pity	  more	  

don’t.	  What	  are	  you	  doing	  at	  that	  window?”	  I’d	  tell	  her,	  she’d	  say,	  “We	  are	  on	  the	  

ground	  floor.	  You	  would	  hardly	  manage	  to	  sprain	  an	  ankle.”	  

	  
~Joshua	  Ferris,	  To	  Rise	  Again	  at	  a	  Decent	  Hour	  
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At	first,	Lagos	assaulted	her;	the	sun-dazed	haste,	the	yellow	buses	full	of	

squashed	limbs,	the	seating	hawkers	racing	after	cars,	the	advertisements	on	

hulking	billboards	(others	scrawled	on	walls—PLUMBER	CALL	080177777)	and	the	

heaps	of	rubbish	that	rose	on	the	roadsides	like	a	taunt.	Commerce	thrummed	

too	defiantly.	And	the	dense	air	was	dense	with	exaggeration,	conversations	full	

of	overprotestations.	One	morning,	a	man’s	body	lay	on	Awolowo	Road.	Another	

morning,	The	Island	flooded	and	cars	became	gasping	boats.	Here,	she	felt	

anything	could	happen,	a	ripe	tomato	could	burst	out	of	solid	stone.	And	so	she	

had	the	dizzying	sensation	of	falling,	falling	into	the	new	person	she	had	become,	

falling	into	the	strange	familiar.	Had	it	always	been	like	this	or	had	it	changed	so	

much	in	her	absence?	When	she	left	home,	only	the	wealthy	had	cell	phones,	all	

the	numbers	started	with	090,	and	girls	wanted	to	date	090	men.	Now,	her	hair	

braider	had	a	cell	phone.	She	had	grown	up	knowing	all	the	bus	stops	and	side	

streets,	understanding	the	cryptic	codes	of	conductors	and	the	body	language	of	

street	hawkers.	Now,	she	struggled	to	grasp	the	unspoken.	When	had	

shopkeepers	become	so	rude?	Had	buildings	in	Lagos	always	had	this	patina	of	

decay?	And	when	did	it	become	a	city	of	people	quick	to	beg	and	too	enamored	

of	free	things?	

	 “Americanah!”	Ranyinudo	teased	her	often.	“You	are	looking	at	things	with	

American	eyes.	But	the	problem	is	that	you	are	not	even	a	real	Americanah.	At	

least	if	you	had	an	American	accent	we	would	tolerate	your	complaining!”	

	

~Chimamanda	Ngozi	Adichie,	Americanah,	National	Book	Critics	Circle	Award,	2013	
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Select sentences and passages to study from writing in the world: 
 
 
I have broken my wrists, fingers, tibia, a fibula, chipped a handful of teeth, cracked a vertebra 
and snapped a collarbone. I have concussed myself in Tallahassee, Fla., and Portland, Ore. I’ve 

skittered across the sooty hoods of New York cabs and bombed down many of San Francisco’s 
steepest avenues.  

 
For many years I was a professional skateboarder. I first stepped on a skateboard at 11. The 

nomenclature—switch-stance frontside tailside, kickflip to nose manual—was the language of my 
first friendships, with wild, strange boys who were as ill-suited for school and team sports as I 
was. They were from broken homes. Poor homes. Group homes. We were like little cement mixers, 

keeping ourselves in constant motion, our skateboard’s movement the only thing preventing us 
from hardening into blocks of pure rage.  

 
~Michael Christie, “All Parents are Cowards,” New York Times 

 
 
Certainly there are more interesting, more original, and more accurate ways to answer the 

question how are you? How about: I’m hungry for a waffle; I’m envious of my best friend; I’m 
annoyed by everything that’s broken in my house; I’m itchy. 

Yet busy stands as the easiest way of summarizing all that you do and all that you are. I 
am busy is the short way of saying—suggesting—my time is filled, my phone does not stop 

ringing, and you (therefore) should think well of me. 
 
~Amy Krause Rosenthal, Encyclopedia of an Ordinary Life 

 
 

Someone asks, “How do you evaluate multigenre papers?” 
        “Thanks for coming today,” I say. “I’m afraid we’re out of time.” 
        Brief laughter. I’ve just suggested what many teachers wish they could do: avoid 

evaluation. Regardless of subject area, many of us grapple with evaluation: We want to be 
rigorous, yet fair; we want to set high standards, yet be true to our beliefs that learning is a 

matter of growth and development; we want to hold students accountable yet be sensitive to 
legitimate needs; we want to alert students to error, yet reward what’s done well.”  

 
~Tom Romano, Fearless Writing 
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Passage/Craft Study from This is the Story of You by Beth Kephart 
 
The guy turned his head inside his hoodie. He crammed his fists inside the pockets 
of his green-and-purple madras shorts. He slapped the heel of one flip-flop, then 
slapped slapped slapped toward the single extra chair, sat his long self down, 
hood still up, eyes averted. He was a transfer from someplace. 
 
My prime business in Haven concerned my brother, Jasper Lee, who was 
Home of the Brave to me, whose disease I knew all the long words to, 
because knowing the names of things is one small defense against the sad 
facts of reality. 
 

Worrying was Deni’s Job Number One. She’d lost the big things in life. A 
brother first (Afghanistan) and then a father (hole in the heart). The news that 
had changed Deni’s life and consequently had changed Deni had arrived in 
suits seven months apart, a knock on the door—the army people, the police—
and who could blame her for the thoughts she had, the days she didn’t trust, 
the plans she was forever putting into place, the precautions she took. Shore 
Up. That was Deni’s Project Flow. Dams, dikes, levees, green-blue corridors, 
sea gates, surge control, blue dunes, oyster reefs, wrap the city of Manhattan 
up in plastic, float Venice on buoys. Do something. Mitigate the risks. Do not 
disappear. Deni was cautious on behalf of every one of us. Deni was taking 
care. 
 

We looked. We drew. We listened. We walked deeper in. Through the green 
shade, beneath the tree cover, into the smell of pine, old moss, cracked 
shells, root rot. 
 

The atmosphere zinged with blue. 
 
I stood looking out for a while, watching the inscrutable dark. The white teeth 
on the black sea seemed closer than before. 
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Consider how these claims in a book of fiction focus the story: 
 
What are our responsibilities? A Ms. Isabel question. To pay attention. To love 
the world. To live beyond ourselves. 
 

I thought of the bigness of Mickey’s heart and the bigness of this sorrow, and 
how anger ruins everything, and how much chance in life is lost. 
 
Only thing in this world isn’t replaceable is people. Find your family. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A study of dialogue: 
 

“Yo,” Deni said to Eva, practically accosting her. “You coming to 
Rosie’s?”  

Which wasn’t usually a question anybody ever asked, because Slurpees 
in off-season was our best-friend tradition. Slurpees was our gathering hour, 
our talk-it-over time, our gossip. Slurpees was unhitching our Modes from the 
racks at school, strapping our backpacks to our shoulders, and going.  

But there was something about the way Eva was standing there, her 
ribbons of blond hair twining around her neck, her color high, her hands 
distracted, and Deni knew. She had her antennae way up, she was expecting 
as much, she was on the defense, standing close.  

“Not so sure,” Eva said.  
“Not so sure ?” Deni pressed.  
“Think I’ll skip it today.”  
“Something else to do?”  
“Maybe?” Eva shrugged. She looked at Deni, looked at me, looked at 

her ten sparkle-decaled fingernails. “You have a Slurpee for me, okay?” Eva 
said to Deni, sweet as Eva always was, because Eva wasn’t the kind of girl 
who would hurt on purpose. She was just the kind of girl who loved too much, 
stretched too thin, went way out of proportion too quickly, saw things that 
weren’t there. The kind of girl who would loan her best find to a guy who’d 
kept his hood up all day. 
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R.7.4 
 
GOALS:  
 

• Explain how the author’s use of words and phrases helps you understand what is happening in this short 
conflict between characters. 

• Explain how the author’s use of figurative language expands our understanding of Eric’s feelings. 
• Highlight words that convey the author’s stance/tone within the text. 

	
	
	
	
	
Eric	wondered	why	Griffin	was	telling	him	this	story.	Had	he	come	over	to	say	exactly	

this?	“What’s	the	point?”	Eric	asked.	

“The	point?”	Griffin	shook	his	head.	“We’re	the	same,	that’s	the	point.”	

The	same?	Eric	didn’t	speak.	A	storm	seemed	to	pass	inside	his	brain,	full	of	clouds	and	

rain,	and	it	was	hard	to	hold	on	to	one	clear	thought,	just	those	words:	the	same,	the	same.	He	

seemed	to	feel	everything	at	once:	denial,	disgust,	and	the	fear	that	Griffin	Connelly	might	be	

right.	

	

Eric	pulled	the	acoustic	guitar	close	to	his	belly,	leaned	back	on	his	bed,	and	strummed.	He	

wasn’t	practicing	anything	in	particular,	just	running	through	some	songs.	It	was	his	way	of	

checking	out.	He	closed	the	bedroom	door,	disappeared	into	himself,	and	tried	not	to	think.	The	

guitar	was	his	shield,	the	hard	outer	shell	he	needed,	like	the	exoskeleton	of	some	soft-bellied	

bug.	

	
~from	Bystander	by	James	Preller	
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~from	Bystander	by	James	Preller	

	

	 He	called	yesterday,	Eric	didn’t	even	know	why.	It	was	a	question	he	kept	wanting	to	ask,	if	

he	had	the	courage:	“Why	you	calling,	Dad?	What’s	the	point?”	

	 The	phone	got	passed	around	from	his	mother	to	his	little	brother,	Rudy,	and	finally	to	Eric.	

The	conversation	was	brief	and	awkward.	As	if	his	father	was	tired,	talked	out.	

	 Eric	kept	thinking	of	it	this	way:	It	was	like	his	father	was	a	great	bird	that	had	flown	away,	

and	all	Eric	could	do	was	watch	that	bird	drift	into	the	distance,	smaller,	smaller,	until	it	seemed	to	

vanish	completely,	lost	in	the	clouds.	It	felt	a	little	like	death,	a	wisp	of	smoke	vanishing	in	the	air,	

gone	but	not	forgotten.		

	 So,	okay,	the	phone	calls	didn’t	go	real	well.	

	 Or	maybe	Eric	just	wasn’t	very	nice.	

	 “You	probably	hate	me,”	his	father	observed.	

	 Eric	didn’t	answer.	He	recognized	the	code.	He	knew	it	was	really	a	question,	a	desperate	

request,	and	he	heard	the	ache	behind	it.	The	answer	his	father	was	looking	for	was	something	like	

“Oh	no,	Daddy.	Don’t	worry	about	us!	You’re	still	the	World’s	Greatest	Dad!”	Like	on	those	coffee	

mugs	you	see	at	the	mall,	the	lamest	Father’s	Day	gift	ever.	

	 But	Eric	wasn’t	a	little	kid	anymore.	He	was	thirteen	years	old.	Lucky	thirteen.	Try	to	roll	that	

with	a	pair	of	dice.	And	the	truth	was,	Eric	just	didn’t	have	it	to	give.	A	part	of	him	had	been	ripped	

out	like	the	stuffing	from	a	pillow.	So	Eric	remained	silent	on	the	phone.	Kept	his	father	waiting.	If	

Eric	listened	very	hard,	he	could	almost	hear	his	father	twisting	in	the	wind,	the	groan	of	the	rope.	A	

little	revenge	that	didn’t	make	Eric	feel	any	better.	

	 “I	guess	that’s	it,”	his	father	said.	“You	don’t	have	to	say	anything,	Eric.	I’m	sorry—I’m	so	

sorry.	I	just	can’t.	I	can’t.”	

	 Click,	and	he	was	gone,	again.	Call	over.	

	 	

It	had	rained	and	some	worms	crawled	from	their	holes	out	onto	the	brick	patio.	Eric	

grabbed	a	stick	and	idly	poked	at	one,	turning	it	over.	That’s	how	it	felt,	he	decided.	Just	like	that	

worm.	Pushed	around,	prodded	by	a	stick.	After	a	while	he’d	crawl	back	into	his	hole.	And	then,	in	a	

few	days,	off	to	school.	A	new	hole	with	red	bricks	and	homework.		
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~from	George	by	Alex	Gino	
	
The	days	passed	George	by	in	a	haze	of	unhappiness.	She	dragged	herself	through	her	daily	
routine.	She	dragged	herself	out	of	bed	in	the	morning	and	to	the	bathroom.	She	dragged	
herself	downstairs	and	dragged	her	spoon	through	her	cereal	and	up	to	her	mouth.	She	
dragged	herself	to	the	bus	stop,	through	the	day,	and	back	home	again.	
	 Kelly	didn’t	call	once	that	week,	and	George	didn’t	call	her.	They	didn’t	even	eat	lunch	
together.	Kelly	ate	with	the	other	lead	actors	and	talked	about	the	play.	When	Kelly	did	look	
George’s	way,	she	gave	George	an	awkward,	forced	smile.	George	ate	lunch	by	herself	that	
week.	
	 On	Thursday,	she	sat	down	without	looking,	and	realized	she	was	directly	across	from	
Jeff	and	Rick.	She	spent	the	entire	lunch	period	staring	at	her	lunch	tray	and	listening	to	them	
snicker	about	Mrs.	Fields,	the	kindergartners,	and,	of	course,	George.	
	 At	home,	Mom	didn’t	say	anything	about	George’s	bag,	or	much	of	anything	else,	either.	
She	went	about	her	day	with	a	stony	face	and	rigid	movements.	George	tried	to	avoid	being	in	
the	same	room	with	her.	She	ate	her	dinner	as	quickly	as	she	could,	skipped	all	but	her	favorite	
shows	on	TV,	and	spent	as	much	time	in	her	room	as	possible.		
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